**December 2015 Agenda/video timeline**

00.00 - Intro
03.04 - PitStop 13/13 update 1 recording download
05.30 - Webinar Agenda
07.15 - **Adding Document name to the job as text outside Bleed area.**
08.00 - Making the Action List using an ‘Add’ Action
08.40 - Setting the Document variable and configuring the Action
10.50 - Running the Action List and showing the result
11.45 - Adding a Date Stamp as well
12.00 - Running the Action List and showing the result
12.50 - Adding Separation Names to the file
14.20 - **Removing Headers and Footers**
15.10 - Removing the Headers, using a single area selection for all pages.
18.20 - using the ‘Select objects inside or outside region’ Action
Defining the area in which to select objects by manually drawing the area and ‘grabbing’ it
19.50 - Adding and configuring ‘Remove Selection’
20.10 - Running the Action List, and reviewing the results.
21.15 - Second use case, with different selections for odd/even pages.
21.50 - Using the ‘Select pages’ Action to work with odd/even pages.
   Explaining the new functionality in PitStop 13 update 1.
23.00 - Selecting and removing the Even pages
23.50 - Grabbing the area selection
24.05 - Selecting and removing the Odd pages
25.00 - Running the Action List and reviewing the result
25.15 - Testing the Area selection – Failed!!
26.20 - Correcting the issue using the ‘AND’ operator.
27.00 - Refining the Action List even further by adding a ‘Select Text Segments’ Action
28.00 - Adding a Vector Graphic to the header to test the Action List
29.20 - Running the Action List and Reviewing the results.
29.40 - QUESTION: Is it possible to remove the page numbers and add them again?
31.25 - QUESTION: How can I change the font for the page number?
32.00 - Adjusting the previous Header Action List to also change the font name.
32.15 - Adding the ‘Change Font’ Action
33.40 - Selecting the font to change with a “Select Font’ Action
35.00 - Configuring the operator (AND)
35.20 - Running and reviewing the result
35.40 - Adjusting the Operators (AND) to get the correct Selection
37.15 - Adjusting the Page Boxes – Making all Pages the same size as the Crop Box
38.00 - Making the Action Lists - Adding the Actions to change the various different Page Boxes
39.20 - Running the Action List and reviewing the results
39.50 - Using Smart Preflight to run different Action Lists depending on Document Size
41.10 - Overview of Smart Preflight - Demonstration of the finished functionality
42.30 - Explaining the built-in 'Smart Preflight' demonstration profile
44.00 - Explaining the Variable Set used for the ‘Jan’ issue using ‘Rules’
46.00 - Showing the ‘Jan’ Variable Set and Preflight Profile and reviewing the results
48.00 - Questions from the Participants
49.00 - Q: Is there a way to lock/unlock elements on a page?
   A: Not currently.
50.00 - Q: Is there a way to select objects with the same fill/stroke?
   A: Yes, the 'Select Similar' tool. Demonstration on how to use it.
51.40 - Q: How can I change the Ink Density of an Image?
   A: Not directly, but you can use a DeviceLink Profile to do this if you have one.
52.50 - Q: How can I assign objects to a specific layer?
   A: Definitely, very easy with a simple Action list based on a selection
   Also an overview of some of the default Action Lists that use Layers
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